June 30, 1964

Finances -

Ten dollars a person each week is essential .... this covers food, transportation and housing - everything except entertainment.

Discussion: people without jobs money - should they get jobs? Be supported by the group? go home? necessary curtailment of activities because of financial situation.

housing possibilities for boys

Local contacts -

Keep a record of names and where to get in touch with them.

Right now we should check step by step with each other on approaches.

Ground Rules -

1. Music establishes our identity - be careful where you sing freedom songs .......
   also consider other people in the hotel.

2. Hours - no curfew - 8.30 rising

3. Liquor - covered by personal finances above the community fund.
   If you want to get drunk, go to New Orleans.
   - question of drinking by minors

4. Be careful talking in restaurants and on the street - avoid big groups

5. Clothes- (a) we are identified by the clothes we wear
   (b) we carry an image
   Do not wear jeans unless you need them for the type of work you are doing.

6. Checking System - be aware of where you are going and use caution.
   - book to sign in and out
   - question of private telephone - prices to be investigated

7. Personal problems arising from living together
   Every person has a responsibility to listen to anyone who has a grievance - have an understanding that you and he will work things out and if you cant, bring it before the group and rest with the consensus of the group.

Approach to employer - avoid saying that you are with COFO but be honest.
   - don't volunteer information
   - emphasize the fact that you are working in the white community